Vetter fairing wiring diagram

For photos of different Windjammer models and fairings for sale. They vary in details like the
presence of built-in turn signals, headlight adjuster, etc. They are all the same "size", if you
want to call it that. They did not make a different fairing for a Goldwing vs. To confuse the issue
a little, both Yamaha and Kawasaki had Windjammers built with their own brand name and some
trim details, like a rectangular headlight for the XS Yamaha also sold re-labeled Pacifico fairings
for a while. It did not have the built in turn signals. You moved your turn signals to the fairing.
They also made the Quicksilver fairing which looked like a scaled down WindJammer. It was
supposed to be more "sporty". They also made a fairing called the Rooster which was more
rounded. I don't think they made many of these because it wasn't too much later that they went
out of business. Vetter made different mounting brackets for each motorcycle model. The
mounting bracket is a welded up affair that bolts to the frame of the motorcycle. The
Windjammer bolts to the mount. When he moved up to a XS he just bought a new mounting
bracket and put the same Windjammer on the XS In he bought a brand new left over XS By then
Vetter was out of business or nearly so. He bought a mounting kit from someone on the list but
it was for the Pacifico fairing not the Windjammer. The problem was the Pacifico mount was a
two piece affair. A main piece and a brace. The brace flat out wouldn't work on the Windjammer
so he tried it with out the brace. It seemed to work okay so he took a "little" ride from Cincinnati
to Seattle. What did it in was that he rode up a very bumpy dirt road looking for a place to camp.
Without the brace the mount flexed too much and a couple days later it broke just outside of
Glacier National Park on a Sunday. Believe it or not he found someone to weld it back together
on a Sunday and continued on his way. It started to go again the next day so he bought a
handful of hose clamps and lashed it to the frame with those. It held just fine after that. The
fairing he bought used came from a Kawasaki, but the dealer had a mounting bracket for a
Yamaha that he threw in. The is a triple and has different spacing of the frame down tubes, so it
would not bolt up to his XS. The fairing now fits perfectly. The lowers also fit well, but had to be
trimmed slightly to clear the engine cases. After much fruitless searching for an XS mounting
bracket, he went with the closest thing he could find. The mounting bracket does not line up
with the down tubes perfectly, but four metal hose clamps has held it very solidly since early
The Vetter mounts bolt onto the frame of the motorcycle, usually on the two front down tubes. It
will bolt or clamp, depending on the bike, just below the steering head. The Pacifico brace runs
down and clamps to the frame down close to the exhaust headers. The brace is important, as
Steve Warren found out. Just be careful that the mount doesn't flex too much. If the shop or
individual selling the used Windjammer has any mounts it might help to look at it so all this
makes sense. Finally, if you do buy a Windjammer make sure you get the wiring harness with it.
Or you can make your own, see Vetter Accessories and purchase the electrical harness repair
kit and some color coded wire 9 pieces of wire 2 - 2. It runs from the headlight back to the left
inside of the fairing. All of the wiring is done in the wiring bundle inside the headlight shell.
Most of the wires come with the correct plug on the end. So, for example, you just unplug the
stock turn signal wires and plug in the appropriate wire from the wiring harness in the
Windjammer. The running light wire is different. It uses a 3M "bridge tap" connector. You slip
the 3M connector over the bike's wire, slip in the green fairing wire and crimp it down. This taps
the fairing wire into a always on power source. One little tip Steve Williams discovered while
installing the stereo on the bike. DO NOT connect up the running lights into the circuit that
feeds the headlights. It really screws up that reserve lighting unit. He tried it on his because he
thought it might be nice if the running lights didn't drain the battery while starting. Sounds good
but it doesn't work real good. Also, put a little contact grease in the scotchlock connectors to
prevent the wires from corroding off. The original wiring information from Vetter for the
Windjammer SS is listed below to help on what wire colors to plug together. NOTE: The orange
and brown fairing wires are accessory wires. Only if they are to be used with the horn option
should they be connected as stated above. Installing your Vetter fairing You will want to install
the mounting bracket, using the center bolt and tighten down the hose clamps. You may need to
disconnect the tachometer cable first. Remove your original head lamp. Connect the fairing
electrical harness inside the headlight bucket. See your electrical wiring diagram to see which
wire is which for your left and right turn signals, then connect the headlight connector. Also see
the wiring color code chart if you own a KZ Install the rubber headlight cover. Place the fairing
on the mounting bracket, line up the holes and insert the 4 or 6 bolts, washers, lock nuts and
the rubber washer will be placed on top between the fairing and bracket then the steel washer
and bolt. Mount the windshield if you havent done so already. There are two clips which mount
in the upper holes of the fairing with steel nuts. If you have a radio pod, these are the two points
where it mounts. If all goes well you are done. Vetter Parts. Vetter Windshields. Vetter Help. If
you have a Haynes or Clymer KZ Service Manual you can look up the wiring codes and compare
with your model which wire is which for your bike. Fairing Wire. Please Log in or Create an

account to join the conversation. Home Forum Technical Forums Engine. Welcome, Guest.
Username: Password: Remember me. Forgot your password? Forgot your username? Create an
account. Undoing Vetter fairing wiring: 80 KZB1. I've started through the rats nest of wiring in
my headlight bucket while I wait for other things to happen. Story is that this bike came with
what looks to me like the mounts for a Vetter Windjammer fairing. The fairing itself was, I'm
guessing, lost to crash damage and no, I don't miss it. I can figure most of it out from the
service manual wiring diagram and I have the old Vetter instructions that sort of helps identify
the extra stuff, at least where the PO used the Vetter color codes. My question, for anyone who
knows these things, involves the blue box connectors that are in there. Are those just clamped
over the stock wires to allow a splice? I still have things like the OEM headlight ground wire
with it's bullet connector hanging loose from one of those boxes and it looks like I could just
plug it back into where it is supposed to be IF it hasn't been ruined by the blue box. Is there a
way to remove those boxes without destroying the wire? Or, is the wire already destroyed just
by being clamped into the box? If I have to cut the wire downstream of the box, I won't have
much left and will have to acquire new connectors and fabricate wiring. Should I just do that
anyway, or should I try to save what I can? Cut the plastic away with small side cutters one side
folds over and catches to stay closed. Pull the piece of metal that is cutting through the wire
insulation away from the wire may have to spread it tp keep from damaging the wire. Wire
should still be good look for any cut strands tape up with quality electrical tape Scotch Good to
go. Been my experience. Seen lots of this type of splice for trailer lights. Well, it turned out to be
kind of a dumb question, since a couple of beers and a small screwdriver sorted the whole thing
out. But I honestly had never seen those types of connectors before. I guess it's been a while
since I played with wiring. Anyway, I got the Vetter related wires out of there, found and bundled
the turn signal wires for future use. The little blue boxes had pretty much trashed whatever they
touched. The guillotine things had cut not only the wire casings but a couple of wire strands.
That can be fixed with a new headlight socket. The headlight ground connection had been
altered for the three wires that connect on the bike side see diagram by converting them from
male to female connectors, I suppose for Vetter purposes. They did that by just stuffing the
male end into the wrong end of a female connector and I think that one can be saved. The other
will need a new male connector. BUT, that's not my question. When everything is sorted out, I
end up with three! These seem to show up in the wiring diagram if I'm reading it correctly and
are marked in the diagram. So, the question is: What the hell are those about? Just recycled
wiring harness from some other model? For future use with accessories? Am I just reading the
diagram wrong? Any idea? Since the bike did run and all of the accessories functioned with
these things just dangling, I'm not too concerned. But I am curious. Last edit: by mwriders.
Reason: screwed up attachment. Powered by Kunena Forum. Page: 1. Johnbgood KZP Here's
the wiring diagram. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts Latest activity.
Members Registered members Current visitors. Log in. Search Everywhere Threads This forum
This thread. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Everywhere Threads This forum
This thread. Search Advancedâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. What do I do for a wiring harness?
Thread starter Amanaland Start date May 12, JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Amanaland Grasshopper.
Recently at a swap meet I purchased a Windjammer 4 fairing because it had a cycle sound. As I
surveyed the project it looked like it might make more sense to just mount the whole
Windjammer on my bike and pull off the German fairing. I think that I can drill two new holes and
it's mounted. The question remains though, what do I do for the 9-pin plug and harness that
integrates with my motorcycle? I'm new to your forum, so please forgive me if you have already
answered this question 12 times in the past 10 days. Is my best bet to find a yard that is
salvaging bikes? Can someone share the wiring diagram so that I don't have to spend an
afternoon doing trial and error wiring? You might want to check Craig Vetter's site first. I know
he has found many other sources for replacement parts. Might have one for the wiring also.
First place I would look if I needed one now. First, Welcome to the forum! Terraplane Tom. John
S. Probably not much help to op 6 years later, but its called a 9 pin molex connector. They are
readily available online. Larry Fine. In a pinch, you could use a couple of trailer-light
connectors, like a 4-wire and a 5-wire. You must log in or register to reply here. This site uses
cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you
register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn
moreâ€¦. The design and development of the Windjammer Fairing. Original instructions that
came in new in the box. You will need QuickTime to view this. It is free from Apple. Everything
you would ever want to know about Vetter Fairings. The design and development of the first
Vetter Fairing The design and development of the Windjammer Fairing. Every Vetter Fairing I
designed. Frequently Asked Questions. Vetter Mounting Instructions: Original instructions that

came in new in the box. Vetter Restoration parts: Keep them on the road. Interchangeability of
Vetter parts:. Restoring the striping on a Windjammer III. Repairing a Windjammer with our
Repair Kit. Guidelines for making your own mounting brackets. Original Vetter Promotional
Video! Rescued from an old BetaMax tape. This was shown at the motorcycle shows of Not the
best quality, but it will bring back memories. Don't let this happen to you! Carol sometimes has
used "Leading Edge Lights" for sale. Contact Carol directly for help. This Page Updated Sep.
Vintage pictures of Owners' Bikes. Turnsignal alert! In the space of two weeks, three owners
have reported that they have lost lenses from their turn signals! Turn signal assemblies were
assembled with very aggressive, butyl rubber, water tight and virtually impossible to separate
20 years ago. Check yours for signs of separation. Any good auto paint supply store will be able
to suggest a modern adhesive. CV June 27, For specific instructions by motorcycle model and
year Note: clipped windshields were the Vetter standard from mid on. Here for Terraplane
Owner's Manual. Thanks to Valerie Edie. Thanks to John Young in England. After Bell aquired
the devastated company, I designed a fairing for them, the Bullet which they built for a couple of
years. The Bell folks were more comfortable making helmets. At the bottom is a little slot. Use a
screwdriver to push it in slightly. The chrome ring unscrews like a jar lid. Original instructions
for Vetter Fairings and Saddlebags. Vetter instructions from 80 are works of art. They were
illustrated by Bob Clarke, a man of fantastic talent. He retired in Congratulations, Bob. Vetter
General Instructions: For specific instructions by motorcycle model and year Click here for
Vetter Fairing mounting instructions. Click here for Windjammer Mounting instructions. Original
Windjammer instructions. Lowers Mounting Vindicator Turn Signals. Click here for Bullet
Mounting Instructions. Click here for Hotcha Repair. Click here for Clipped windshield
instructions Note: clipped windshields were the Vetter standard from mid on. Vetter Edging
Instructions. Fiamm Horn Mounting. Click here for CycleSound mounting instructions. General
Vetter Instructions. Vindicator Turn signal mounting. BagMan Saddlebags Click here for Tail
Trunk mounting instructions. Specific Vetter Instructions for Honda. Click here for
jeep wrangler 2004 for sale
2017 nissan murano owners manual
dakota parts diagram
: Honda GL Windjammer fairing. Click here for GL Saddlebags mounting instructions. Specific
Vetter instructions for Kawasaki. Specific Vetter instructions for Yamaha. Click here for Yamaha
XJ Specific Vetter instructions for Suzuki. Vetter instructions for Harley-Davidson. Specific
Vetter instructions for BMW. Beginning in , the new owner of Vetter Corp produced several
fairings that I did not think worthy of the Vetter name. They will not show up on my pages.
Interchangeability between Vetter components: Fairings, windshields, hardware and Lowers.
Some Vetter Owners are making their own brackets. This page posted Nov 29, Updated Dec 8, If
you have a set of original instructions not posted here, send them to me, I will scan them. Bob
Clarke-artist. Vetter instructions for Triumph. Vetter instructions for Moto Guzzi. The most
asked question seems to be: "How do I replace my burned out headlight? It is a very clever
design. It has a car pattern but I think it is just fine for the price.

